ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

GENERAL
Check the contents of the box. You should receive: one tiffany shade, one set canopy with base hardware, and enclosure. To protect the finish, place all the parts on a soft surface.

ASSEMBLY
1. Carefully organize and place all parts on a smooth flat surface.

2. Place the shade onto the socket, then add a hoop and secure with the socket ring, securing shade in place.

3. Install one maximum medium base type "G" bulb into the socket; (60W Max) (bulbs are not included)

4. Assemble the canopy to the ceiling. Noted: Please contact a qualified electrician to electrify the pendant light.

TROUBLE SHOOTING:
1. If your lamp does not light, check switch at the outlet.

2. If the lamp does not light, unplug from the outlet, check the bulb for a broken filament. Replace the bulb if necessary. Plug in lamp and turn it on.

3. If the lamp still does not light, please contact your distributor or place of purchase.